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1 Introduction 
 

Patch antennas are planar and low profile structures, widely used for several decades, 

which acquired a substantial role, still present, in military and commercial applications. 

Their easy manufacture, low costs and simple integration on devices are some of the 

main assets of a structure that is used in the wireless communication of a vast number 

of systems around the world. 

While looking for directive sources based on elements with little complexity and cost 

as patch antennas, this work will focus the major part of his attention on improve two 

features through this kind of antennas: Gain, or directivity, and operation bandwidth. 

One of the procedures most used in order to obtain directive radiation profiles consists 

in grouping several like antennas in what is known as an antenna array. In this sense, 

patch antenna offers easy grouping due to his plain and simple structure which makes 

possible array deployment on a single surface or material, so they are always a strong 

candidate for performing this tasks.  

Despite the advantages provided by using patch antennas as array element, there are 

still other inevitable issues that appear at the time of grouping elements. The main one 

is we must deploy a feeding network for provide power into the elements that adds a 

lot of complexity at the time of building the antenna. Also, is common the necessity to 

have elements with long distances between them for helping also to simplify feeding 

jobs; however, with this situation we will find a limitation impose by grating lobes, an 

undesirable phenomenon which harms directivity and takes place from certain 

separation distances.  

Therefore, taking advantage of the simplicity of patch antennas while we are 

interesting in directive sources seems to be difficult, but in this work we are going to 

introduce a type of antenna that is able to do so. The Fabry-Perot antenna makes use 

of the patch as a feeding source in order to excite a radiating cavity that results in a 

highly directive behaviour that can be used instead of an array of simpler elements. 

This cavity is built easily from a patch antenna that acts as the lower face of the final 

structure. This way, we can work with an almost planar antenna with a radiation 

pattern similar to that which is obtained with an array of antennas. Also, better 

directivity means that grating lobes are mitigated in the case of use this source as the 

basic element. 

Apart from directivity issues, the choice of both patch antennas and Fabry-Perot 

antennas implies that we will obtain very small bandwidths due to resonance condition 

required for these structures to work. It is a disadvantage even worse in the last 

decade because all of the new applications that requires and generate high rates.  
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Improvements in bandwidth operation while using patch antennas have been 

investigated for a while through different technics. Among the more recent and 

simpler ones we found the use of an auxiliary capacitive patch, placed out of the 

antenna structure, that feeds antenna by coupling. 

This way, combining both solutions it is possible make patch antenna to be a flexible 

structure capable to fulfil all the exigencies where this structure is weaker with 

guarantees, allowing their uncountable advantages to be present in their use in all 

types of applications. 

1.1 Objective. 

This work will try to evaluate the chances, from plain structures as patch antennas, to 

obtain directive radiant structures that also have good bandwidth. Two of the main 

issues when using this kind of antennas. 

So, our objective will be to design a Fabry-Perot antenna, based on a patch antenna, 

with a bandwidth bigger than normal and to explore his using in arrays to avoid the 

grating lobe effect. 

1.2 Procedure. 

 

To get the suggested design and fulfil his objectives, the different parts that make the 

structure will be detailed, as well as the parameters of interest that have relevance in 

his correct construction, using MWS CST Studio software as simulation tool which gives 

us the results we are looking for from a 3-D model of our antenna. 

In first place, an introduction to the patch antenna will be done, where we briefly focus 

in his history, his conditions of operation and radiation, as well as his advantages and 

disadvantages in relation to other kind of antenna. 

Using these concepts, a simple prototype for the frequency of 10Ghz will be designed, 

with a study about the importance of the different construction parameters that 

influence the antenna behaviour in order to get the best possible features. 

An alternative feed method will be explained, the use of a capacitive patch, in order to 

improve operation bandwidth. The results will be evaluated, doing comparisons with 

most common methods in terms of bandwidth, directivity and mutual coupling.  

When the patch antenna is defined, Fabry-Perot cavities will be used trying to improve 

directivity. A simple and brief explanation will be given about the operation of this kind 

of antennas, and parameters with effects in his behaviour will be analysed. 

Eventually, we will introduce the use of Frequency Selective Surfaces as a method to 

decrease the size of the antenna and enhance his directivity. 
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1.3  Antenna parameters description. 

There are several concepts related with the features of an antenna that must be 

explained in order to understand how good is his operation and if it matches what we 

search for. A quickly explanation is given below: 

- Return Loss, S11 (dB):  

It is calculated from the port through which the antenna is fed and depends on 

his input impedance. This parameter has great importance because it will show 

us how much power does not enter the structure and therefore preventing the 

radiation. Values close to 0dB mean great reflections or losses and then we say 

antenna is mismatched, we talk about good matching when S11 is -10dB or 

less. 

- Bandwidth (Ghz): 

It is related with return loss because his value is the frequency range where we 

get S11 values below -10dB. 

-Radiation pattern (dBi): 

It shows how radiated power is distributed in space, using angles on different 

planes as reference. It is important to point that values provided by this 

parameter are relative to the highest value of power density radiated in a 

direction so it must not be taken as power level but just as a distribution of it. 

 

The radiation pattern uses to be represented by a cartesian or polar plot where 

it is common to notice a main lobe greater than others, hence this lobe 

contains the direction where antenna aims with higher power density. The 

angle range where this main lobe refers to values up -3dB less than the angle of 

maximum gain is called as angular width. 

Depending on the features of this main lobe we can talk about directive 

(narrow main lobe) or omnidirectional antenna. 

2 About patch antennas. 
 

Patch antennas structure consists of a metallic ground plane, a dielectric and a metallic 

patch of any shape whose dimensions determine, among others parameters, the 

frequency operation of the antenna defined specially by the length of the patch, in a 

rectangular configuration that will be what we will use, with values close to λ/2.  

Therefore, they are considered as electrically small antennas and other dimensions as 

the height or the substrate are chosen in order to allow radiation and propagation of 

modes of our interest and to increase the bandwidth of operation. 
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Against her simplicity, one of the main disadvantages of this structure is his low 

frequency range of operation, or a narrow bandwidth. And, as discussed above, his low 

directivity with maximum gain values close to 7-8 dBs. 

A typical feed used to provide power to patch antennas is based in coaxial 

transmission line whose outer conductor is connected to the ground plane and the 

inner one is prolonged to the patch. 

A parametric study about this structure gives us results which are useful in order to 

tune the features of the antenna. Probably the most important, without including 

length, is the height of substrate so that the higher it is the broader is the bandwidth 

of the antenna. However, this situation also signifies a longer coaxial cable or inner 

conductor inside the substrate that becomes more inductive when height is increased 

making matching an impossible task. Other dimensions as the width of antenna have 

impact in the input impedance of the antenna so it usually is used for better matching. 

2.1  Increase of bandwidth. 

As we have discussed above, bandwidth of the patch antenna can be improved 

increasing her height but with worse matching. In this work we will use a technique to 

solve this problem based in the use of another patch, too small compared with the 

main one, placed next to the side identify as the width of the antenna. 

This extra structure that is little and small introduces in the space between both patch 

a capacitive component which will compensate the inductive part introduced by the 

coaxial probe, making possible higher substrate and therefore broader bandwidths. 

A parametric study of this new structure shows that dimensions as length or width in a 

rectangular configuration of this new patch are useful for tuning tasks in terms of 

bandwidth or input impedance too. The mixture of a correct choice in the construction 

and the introduction of the new technique involve in a great improve of the bandwidth 

that will be almost six times broader than the one that is achieved with a typical feed. 

2.2  Arrays issue. 

As our interest is to get directivity antennas, we will discuss how patch antennas 

favour arrays construction. 

Their planar structure based on a dielectric whose dimensions can be much wider than 

the patch itself, gives us an opportunity to take advantage of extra space provided by 

the dielectric placing more patch antennas forming an array that is made in a single 

layer and structure.  

However more than one antenna implies a feed network where perfect matching 

becomes an difficult task that usually implies numerous elements in order to get a 

good behaviour. We can simplify this situation increasing the separation between 
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elements, which would result in better directivity too, but with the limit imposed by 

grating lobes, which appears at distances with values more than λ. 

On the other hand, using patch feed technique that we discussed above, we have 

results about the evaluation of mutual coupling in a two-element array  that show us 

that we need distances above 0.5λ. 

3 About Fabry-perot antenna. 
Actually, Fabry-Perot antenna is an independent structure that is not related with 

patch antennas. However, patch structure becomes a Fabry-perot just placing a 

superstrate at a distance close to λ/2 of the patch. This structure is usually analysed 

since two points of view, an optical mode and a leaky-wave mode. 

Leaky-wave mode explains the radiation phenomenon from considering the structure 

as a cavity with leaks that are responsible of radiation. This model is the most 

complicated but is the rigorous one. 

On the other hand an optical model can be used to explain most of the features of our 

interest. This model just considers patch antenna as a rays source where each ray is 

partially reflected in the superestrate, giving it the name of a partially reflecting 

surface (PRS). This transmission-reflection phenomenon is identified as the responsible 

of the enhance of directivity, considering that rays from the patch are redirected in the 

air space with angles close to broadside (perpendicular direction), hence better 

directivity is achieved. 

From this last model, a parametric study shows how the higher is the permittivity of 

the superestrate dielectric, the better directivity is achieved, as we can visualize how in 

this situation more rays is reflected in less space inside the cavity and transmitting rays 

have smaller angles.  

The size of Fabry-Perot antennas in terms of length and width are important for a good 

operation. Small structures has reflections at his ends that implies worse matching, 

while from a optic model view we can say we have less space for rays to be reflected, 

hence we lose power. 

Through a good optimization, we can get radiation patterns which reach almost 15dB 

of directivity, where patch antennas just get 7dB approx. 

So with this antenna we get a simple way to obtain a directive source from a patch 

antenna without struggling with feed network problem, and a better basic element to 

mitigate grating lobes issue in arrays construction. 

3.1  Array behaviour. 
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Arrays based on this type of antenna will mitigate grating lobes as they are more 

directive than patch antennas. That is important because mutual coupling values show 

arrays need distances close to λ. 

4 FSS as superstrate. 
 

Frequency selective surface are periodic and metallic structures that acts as filters in 

several applications. The study of the Fabry-Perot antenna as a transmission line has 

demonstrated that an equivalence between an FSS and a particularly PRS can be 

achieved. The equivalence is achieved through two solutions, with inductive and 

capacitive behaviours. 

This means that we can substitute the dielectric, which means a volume forms by his 

height and that is vulnerable to several external conditions, by using a structure of thin 

metallic strips. This configuration can be preferred in many applications were needs in 

terms of space and protection of the structure are crucial.  

Also, in the study antenna operation under both inductive and capacitive configuration 

we get radiation patterns more directive than those achieved with PRS in the inductive 

solution that even mitigate grating lobe effect in one of the planes. 

5 Conclusion. 
 

A study of  a Fabry-Perot structure made from a patch antenna with increased 

bandwidth as an array element has been briefly discussed. We have seen how these 

antennas allow us make arrays with large periodicity (greater than λ) with a good 

mitigation of the grating lobe issue and how a single element is able to act with better 

performance in terms of directivity than an ideal array of patch antennas. Eventually, 

we have introduced an enhancement of the Fabry-Perot antenna based in a periodic 

structure with metal strips which gives advantages in terms of space and protection. 

Throughout the course of this work we have evaluated the possibilities of a Fabry-

Perot antenna, constructed from a patch antenna, as an element capable of simplify 

the task achieving directive radiation patterns and good bandwidth without using 

arrays and their complicated feed network. 

Then, in order to take advantage of this structure we also have checked how his 

behaviour works in array integration as the simplest method for an even better 

directivity, with measures over mutual coupling and considerations about grating 

lobes reduction that takes place when we use elements with narrower patterns. 
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In addition, a material enhancement of the structure have been introduced, using 

metallic FSS structures instead of dielectric that are more vulnerable and needs more 

space. Also, their using in arrays is studied focusing on mutual coupling measures with 

better results that those obtained using dielectric configuration.  

Finally, a real design of a Fabry-Perot array is developed using the available materials 

in lab, specifying the expected simulation values of all parameters while waiting for 

real measures that will be shown at the time to defend this work. 

From here, this work motivates ambition in order to achieve new objectives or futures 

lines that does not reach in this document: 

 It would be interesting to doing better study including an analysis about grating 

lobes attenuation in function of the distance between elements and to 

establish a trade-off between efficiency loss and mutual coupling. 

 On the other hand, it would be possible to extend our study of arrays 

integrating considering their phased configuration, that allows beam sweeping, 

and analyse again coupling and grating lobes  levels under these conditions. 

 To extend the study taking into account circular polarizated antennas, what 

mainly would affect in a distinct FSS construction. 

 In addition, it must be indicated that due to technology limitations, real 

measures about radiation pattern of the prototype could not be realized. 

 

 

 


